CASE STUDY

AMS-IX Embraces Open Networking
Innovation to Enable Its IX Services
Goals for the Network Upgrade
user experiences.

AMS-IX (Amsterdam Internet Exchange) has been
operating at the core of the internet for over 25
operates seven independent internet exchanges

connectivity for intranet and internet access.
capacity utilization and reduce bottlenecks.

interconnection services to internet service

Considering Open Networking and Next-Generation SDN

to the popularity of its neutral exchanges and

a fully managed solution for running a private
internet exchange. The interconnection platform
in Amsterdam delivers an astounding 6.3 terabits

systems (NOSs) to REST application programming interfaces (APIs) and automation
playbooks for Ansible.

data centers geographically spread throughout the

increases AMS-IX’s ability to innovate.
its IX platforms using cutting-edge technology. In

reliability and performance.
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operational simplicity that dramatically reduces both operating costs
and the potential for human error.
Understanding these benefits, AMS-IX investigated multiple open
networking software and hardware solutions and selected Dell
Technologies hardware with Pluribus Networks software.

The AMS-IX team recognized that the Dell Technologies and Pluribus solution
would enable them to achieve all their network upgrade goals and deliver

Why Dell Technologies and Pluribus Networks?
Together, Pluribus Networks and Dell Technologies offer open networking
switches fully integrated with the Pluribus Networks Netvisor® ONE NOS
and Adaptive Cloud Fabric

including monitoring and analytics.
and applications.
Streamlined and rapid deployment of multi-site connectivity services

Based on this assessment, AMS-IX chose the Dell Technologies and
Pluribus solution and successfully deployed it across their network.
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Figure 1: AMS-IX Multi-site Network Unified with the Adaptive Cloud Fabric
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Figure 2: AMS-IX Application Segmentation Enabled by Adaptive Cloud Fabric

Conclusion

Pluribus Adaptive Cloud Fabric™

in a single programmable entity. This provides the IT team a level of

cloud access and IX-as-a-service.
The open networking solution from Dell Technologies and Pluribus
Networks has enabled AMS-IX to increase network capacity and resilience,
improve operational agility and efficiency and deliver high-quality
experiences to its diverse users.
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